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About This Game

Bad Bots Rise

Jump, run and shoot! Engage in a fast-paced platform shooter game.

A highly advanced alien robot civilization threatens earth's survival. Their goal: to harvest earth’s crystal core that will destroy
the planet and drive humanity to its extinction. With their advanced weaponry, these alien invaders annihilate everyone with

combat abilities. With no other choice but to save mankind, regular people arm up in order to secure humanity's future.

Play as 5 unique characters with unique abilities in a fast-paced environment. Choose the right character in the right situation on
a series of challenging levels with 3 different game modes packed with evil enemies and deadly traps!

Key Features:

 Utilize 5 different characters with unique abilities

 Experiment with different keystones to enhance your play style and boost your favorite character's ability

 Immerse yourself in a high-risk, high-reward playstyle
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 Lose your sanity in fast-paced and action-packed levels in 3 different game modes
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Title: Bad Bots Rise
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
High Leap Studios
Publisher:
Lamina Studios
Release Date: 6 Jul, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-Core, 2.8 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 920MX 2GB

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Portuguese
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For more reviews like this follow my Curator page Phenix Emporium

Bad Bots Rise is a fun little combat-oriented platformer that features self-aware humor that so far lands pretty decently. For an
early access game it's pretty fully featured though I do not currently have a good idea on the game's length, if you're a fan of
platformers I could certainly recommend it. Though it does feature a few small issues as of now that I have run across already.

The combat is a bit confusing at first as to when and why your secondary attack powers up, so the game could certainly use a bit
better of a tutorial as I also did not realize I had a dodge ability until a few levels in when it was casually mentioned but not
explained as far as I'm aware. The only other issue I ran into was that some enemy sound effects do not actually change in
volume according to the sound settings, which I'm sure will be a fairly easy fix. And unlike any other game I've seen so far, it
does feature a nice little option to swap keybindings based on your keyboard layout, you can choose either qwerty or azerty, I
don't use azerty but it's nice to see a game that provides that ease of use for alternative layouts.. For more reviews like this
follow my Curator page Phenix Emporium
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